Job offer

Viadrina Compliance Center (VCC) deals with the critical scientific examination of compliance in Germany, but also beyond the geographic borders. We handle compliance in a holistic approach from the perspectives of various disciplines. Compliance means to us more than just meeting the legal requirements of an organization – it means also integrity and reliability, and thus to generate consistent value for the organization and for the society, which the organization is part of.

Viadrina Compliance Center is looking to hire a

student assistant (m/f/d)

on the basic of a student assistant contract (SHK-Vertrag, 7 hours/week) or contract work (Werkvertrag)

The main task of this job includes **stylistic and grammatical improvement of academic English texts** for the “Compliance Yearbook 2020”. Extension of the contract is possible.

Job requirements:

- Student of any faculty of the EUV – we are looking forward for applications not only from students of the Faculty of Law but also from the Faculty of Social and Cultural Sciences and the Faculty of Business Administration and Economics
- Excellent language skills of English (grammar, expression), desired at a mother tongue level or proven by a stay abroad
- Independent way of working, commitment and reliability

Please send us your application until 25 March 2020 via e-mail: compliance@europa-uni.de